With the spread of Internet of Things (IoT) technologies, assets have acquired communication, processing and sensing capabilities. In response, the field of Asset Management has moved from fleet-wide failure models to individualised asset prognostics. Individualised models are seldom truly distributed, and often fail to capitalise the processing power of the asset fleet. This leads to hardly scalable machine learning centralised models that often must find a compromise between accuracy and computational power. In order to overcome this, we present a novel theoretical approach to collaborative prognostics within the Social Internet of Things. We introduce the concept of Social Asset Networks, defined as networks of cooperating assets with sensing, communicating and computing capabilities. In the proposed approach, the information obtained from the medium by means of sensors is synthesised into a Health Indicator, which determines the state of the asset. The Health Indicator of each asset evolves according to an equation determined by a triplet of parameters. Assets are given the form of the equation but they ignore their parametric values. To obtain these values, assets use the equation in order to perform a non-linear least squares fit of their Health Indicator data. Using these estimated parameters, they are interconnected to a subset of collaborating assets by means of a similarity metric. We show how by simply interchanging their estimates, networked assets are able to precisely determine their Health Indicator dynamics and reduce maintenance costs. This is done in real time, with no centralised library, and without the need for extensive historical data. We compare Social Asset Networks with the typical self-learning and fleet-wide approaches, and show that Social Asset Networks have a faster convergence and lower cost. This study serves as a conceptual proof for the potential of collaborative prognostics for solving maintenance problems, and can be used to justify the implementation of such a system in a real industrial fleet.
Introduction
Asset health and performance management can be summarised as the task of managing assets in order to reduce the risk of failures and performance reduction while minimising cost [1] . In recent decades, this field of study has received attention due to the increased focus on services undertaken by manufacturing firms [2] , and the rapid spread of Internet of Things technologies in industrial systems [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . Such technologies allow assets to record, store and process data in situ, and in some cases also allow them to undertake independent actions [8] . The connection between asset management and the Social Internet of Things can be drawn on previous work by our group, where we presented the fundamental building blocks for the SIOIT (Social Internet of Industrial Things). We named one of these blocks "Social Assets", defined as assets with an assigned software agent augmenting them with intelligent and social behaviours [7] . In this paper we present a novel approach for collaborative prognostics by extending the concept of Social Assets to Social Asset Networks which correspond to the study of the dynamics of a network of such assets coupled to an asset health management policy.
A prolific field of health management is Prognostics, which is defined as "Predictive Diagnostics which includes determining the remaining useful life or time span of useful operation for a component" [9] . Effective Prognostics depend on a combination of precise evaluation of the current asset state together with reliable prediction models [10] . Prognostics have become increasingly feasible over the last decade, in which deployment of networked sensors has become the norm in many maintenance-intensive industries [11, 12] . This has enabled the development of Condition Based Maintenance, where the sensor data is gathered and studied in order to obtain a continuous assessment of the state of the asset [10] . Such state is often characterised using a synthetic variable known as Health Indicator, which is formed by a combination of inputs of the many sensors installed in the asset [13, 14] .
The definition of a Health Indicator, as well as the choice of the model used for prognostics, is tied to multiple layers of error and uncertainty. For example, a typical method for sensor selection, multiple regression, relies heavily on assumptions such as linear independence of the variables, and always carries associated uncertainties. Prognostics models often rely on a limited sample which is taken to be representative of the population, and from which a general model is inferred. Regardless of these limitations, for assets with a well-understood deterioration process, it is possible to find a parametric model that can be used to predict the future state of the Health Indicator [15] . In this paper, we study assets of this kind, where the time series of the Health Indicator is defined by an inverse exponential model. This is a popular model, as it presents an initially slow decay followed by a period of faster deterioration [16] .
Systems composed of several assets are referred to as multi-unit or multicomponent systems. Multi-component systems are those treated as a multiplicity of assets forming a larger asset (for example, airplanes). Alternately, multi-unit systems usually refer to fleets of several assets of the same kind, sharing a subset of common failure modes. In this paper we study the latter. Usually, multi-unit systems are reduced to systems where all units are assumed to be fundamentally equal [17, 18] . However, this assumption is known in many cases to not be true and different maintenance policies may apply better to each individual asset. A novel approach to deal with multi unit systems is the Social Internet of Things [7] , which provides a paradigm for objects to connect with each other and exploit asset individualities to improve global performance [19] .
In the Social Internet of Things, the fleet of connected objects form a network. Research exists using the technologies enabling the Social Internet of Things to conceptualise a network of assets in order to perform diagnostics. For instance, Edzel Lapira developed clustering techniques in order to obtain individualised fault-detection in a network of similar machines [20] . Lapira's approach, despite being adaptable to nonstationary regimes, does not consider a truly distributed architecture as most computations are done centrally. Other research exists where the concept of cluster-informed diagnostics is exploited in real-life experiments [21] .
Despite these advances in the field of diagnostics, asset networks for prognostics have remained largely unexplored. Most existing multi-unit health prognostics methods are centralised and dependent on a rich set of historical data. Typically, the time series measurements of the Health Indicator are registered and saved in a database. Then, the trajectory of each asset is compared with previously recorded trajectories through a similarity metric, and the closest matches are used to obtain reliable prognostics [16, 22] . In such an approach it is common to use the k nearest trajectories and weight them in order to increase precision [23] . Other approaches consist of using machine learning to classify and predict failures, providing an estimate of the useful time to failure [24] .
Multi-unit systems have also been studied in the field of Distributed Decision Making, which deals with problems involving multiple decisions aimed to optimise an objective function [25] . However, Distributed Decision Making is only scarcely incorporated into maintenance, usually coupled to human decisions [26] , and artificial immune systems [27] . A largely unexplored field of Distributed Decision Making is collaborative health management, aimed to study how assets could collaborate with each other in order to improve maintenance and operational policies. This paper aims to help bridging this gap, providing the first theoretical treatment of the mathematical implications of distributed collaborative prognostics.
Multi-unit centralised systems depending on large amounts of data are likely to encounter computational limitations, and can only be implemented once a comprehensive data set is available. So far, existing studies have largely overlooked this issue by utilising increasingly powerful centralised computers, and providing prognostic results from already established failure data libraries. Therefore, no theoretical computation of the cost drawbacks and benefits of decentralising predictive maintenance decision exists in literature. In this paper we explore how through collaborative prognostics, the Social Internet of Things can provide a solution for these known drawbacks. Thus providing theoretical grounding to implement the proposed approach in a real industrial system. In Section 2 we describe the theoretical foundation of the problem. We begin by describing the system in Section 2.1, and continue by discussing the collaborative prognosis algorithm in Section 2.2. A detailed description of the maintenance policy follows in Section. 2.3, followed with a discussion of the importance of uncertainty and error in the system (Section 2.4). In Section 3 we describe a simulation of the proposed approach for the case of a fleet of assets corresponding to three different families of assets, the results of the simulation are presented in Section 3.1. We show how the cost per time depends on the number of collaborating assets, the weighting of the data, the noise of the system and the maintenance policy in a non-trivial way. We also propose a small modification of the approach for large time steps (Section 3.2). In Section 4 we discuss the findings resulting from the simulation and the limitations of our approach. The conclusion follows in Section 5. The paper concludes with a discussion of future work (Section 6), suggesting the computation of the case of multiple families of assets separated by different parametric distances.
Theoretical foundation
We propose a distributed collaborative method which considers asset similarities in order to improve the reliability of prognostics. In order to do so, we introduce the concept of Social Asset Networks: a Social Asset Network is a set of assets with local computational and sensing capabilities which can communicate with each other through an IoT platform. In the system studied in this paper, each asset has a digital replica, a software agent. From now on, when we refer to an asset performing an action, we actually mean the software agent associated with that given asset.
Description of the system
The system consists of a set of N assets connected to a network and able to communicate with each other. In practice, assets communicate through a Social Network Platform, which can be a single or several coordinated servers. Apart of communication, the Social Network Platform takes the role of system configuration, and allows for assets to join and leave the system at any time (see Fig. 1 ).
Inter-asset communications can be performed using any of the several existing IoT protocols [3, 28] . In the proposed system most of the data is treated locally by the assets and the data sent through communication is only a synthesised extraction of the sensor data. Therefore, communication costs are deemed negligible with respect of the cost optimisation presented in this paper. In practice, this assumption must be carefully evaluated by studying the connection policy of each particular Asset Network. In a distributed system, processing costs only weakly depend on the utilisation of the distributed processing power of the assets through their power consumption. For the system proposed in this section, all assets are assumed to incur in a constant processing cost, regardless of the number of neighbours they are linked to. Therefore, such costs are not weighted in the calculations either.
In the proposed system, assets are able to measure the real value of their Health Indicator, which corresponds to a synthetic indicator formed by a compilation of sensor data as in [16] . When this Health Indicator reaches 0, the asset fails. The assets are assumed to know the form of the equation governing their Health Indicator, but not the concrete values of its parameters. The aim of the assets is to determine these parameters by collaborating with each other, in order to obtain precise prognosis and implement maintenance strategies based on such prognosis (see Fig. 1 ). Several methods can be used to obtain the Health Indicator value from the multi-sensor time-series data, some of the most common being logistic regression [29] , and multi-linear regression. The Health Indicator model used in this paper is characteristic of datasets conducive to multi-linear regression, as the logistic curve has asymptotes at 0 and 1 (we prefer a Health Indicator that crosses the abscissa axis in order to define a clear failure boundary).
The objective of any asset-tailored prognostics approach is to determine with minimal error and uncertainty the time of failure of the asset. Once this is known, the maintenance policy can be optimised [30] . Each asset in the network is identified by a unique discrete number between 1 and N. Although all the assets are connected to the network, at any given time each asset creates a list of N i collaborating assets. There collaborations are represented using directed links (see Fig. 2 ). Such links are identified by binary sets of asset identifiers {i, j}, i is used to identify the asset on the receiving end of the link, and j to the asset on the sending end of the link. The Health Indicator of each asset i, HI i is chosen to follow the following equation (as in [16] ):
Where t li is the local time of the asset: the time since the last repair or since the asset was installed. (a i , b i , t f i ) are assumed to be the parameters that govern the health of a particular asset. a i is an amplitude parameter, determining the expected value of the Health Indicator at t li = 0. t f i is the expected time of failure. b i is a curvature parameter: in practice the smaller b i is the quicker the asset is deteriorating. This has no influence on t f i but it affects the probability of failure at smaller values of t li , which for smaller b i increases significantly.
0,σ is a Gaussian noise term with mean 0 and standard deviation σ which is included to represent realistic measurement limitations. Assets can be in two different states: functioning and failure. An asset has failed if at any time its Health Indicator is smaller or equal to 0. For any other value of the Health indicator the asset is functioning. Therefore, at any time, the real state of the asset is assumed to be solely determined by the value of the Health Indicator.
At all times, the value of the Health Indicator is known by the manager and by the asset (supposedly through sensors installed within the asset). However, the values of (a i , b i , t f i ) are unknown to the assets. Instead, the assets compute at each time step a triplet of estimated values ā e i ,b e i ,t e f i using the collaborative prognosis algorithm described in Section 2.2. These values can be used to predict the future state of the asset and implement maintenance strategies, therefore determining the prognostics model.
Collaborative prognosis algorithm
The agent associated with each asset is programmed to guess the real values from its own Health Indicator data and from the information conveyed by its asset neighbours. The agents execute the following steps:
1. During the first n time steps since the first installation of the asset, each asset i is connected to N i collaborating assets as follows: first, a triplet of initial estimated parameters ā e i ,b e i ,t e f i is randomly initialised. Second, the asset's collaborating assets are selected as the j elements giving the N i smallest distances d ij , defined as in [31] :
Where ā max ,b max ,t f max are the maximum values expected for their corresponding parameters (taken from the maxima of the randomly generated values of ā e i ,b e i ,t e f i ). Therefore, each asset has a vector of collaborating assets determined by random discrete numbers N i = k i where k i is a discrete vector composed by the indexes j indicating the identity of each near neighbour. Note how during this first n time steps, there is no learning. This is done in order to gather enough initial data to fit Eq. (1) in later steps. n has to be bigger or equal than the degrees of freedom of Eq. (1). In our algorithm, assets calculate their similarity to all other assets in the fleet individually. However, platform-based cluster methods can also be used, and have been shown to be scalable to large asset fleets [21, 20] . As long as the model used to calculate inter-asset similarities remains the same and operates in real time, the results obtained in this work are applicable to both cases. 2. At time n or higher, assets guess the real values from the available Health indicator data points by fitting Eq. (1) without the noise term using a trust-region-reflective nonlinear least squares fitting algorithm, for example MATLAB's lsqnonlin function [32] . This returns a triplet of estimated values a Where the weights are chosen to depend exponentially with the inverse of the distance:
This is set in order to enable a certain control of the influence of collaborating assets in the estimates of the asset itself. The parameter γ j determines how strict the weighting is with respect to the estimated distance between assets. A system where all neighbours would be weighted equally corresponds to γ j = 0. As γ j increases, the information from collaborating assets is weighted with decreasing weights. 4. The assets send their guessed triplets to all the other assets in the system and calculate pairwise euclidean distances using Eq. (2). 5. Assets are linked to their N i nearest neighbours, corresponding to the N i smallest values of d ij given by Eq. (2). These are the collaborating assets . Each asset stores the identifiers of his collaborating assets in a vector N i formed by the indexes j of all near neighbours. 6. At each time step the assets are maintained according to the time-based maintenance policy described in Section 2.3. 7. Steps 2-6 are repeated iteratively at each time step.
The Social Network Platform featured in Fig. 1 takes the role of system configuration, setting system parameters such as γ i , N i , and allowing agents to join and leave the network. The platform also keeps track of the costs incurred upon implementation of the maintenance policy described in next section.
Maintenance policy
We implement a Predictive Maintenance policy. Assets are preventively repaired when the asset's local time (or time since last repair), t li , is bigger or equal than the estimated time of failure multiplied by a factor η i , set by the Social Network Platform.
Alternately, assets are correctively repaired immediately if HI i ≤ 0. The cost of a preventive repair, C p is much lower than the cost of a corrective repair, C c . When an asset is repaired its age t li , is set back to 0, and its Health Indicator is reset. The cost per unit of time is optimised at every time step by assuming that the values oft e f i correspond to the real values of t f i . Under such conditions, the problem reduces to a time based replacement policy problem. Under stability of the parameters ā e i ,b e i ,t e f i , optimising the system for one cycle would correspond to the long-term optimal solution [30] . However, in our system the optimisation is continuously updated ast e f i changes over time as the assets revise their estimates by learning from new data. For each asset with a triplet ā e i ,b e i ,t e f i , the total expected cost per unit time is given by:
Where H(η it e f i ) is the expected number of failures in the interval (0, η it e f i ). Differentiating Eq. (6) with respect to η i t e f i and equating it to 0, we obtain:
Assuming that the time step is arbitrarily small, the expected number of failures per cycle corresponds to the probability of failures during one cycle. First we calculate the probability of failure at time t.
HereHI i is the Health Indicator without the random term, i.e. :
The expected number of failures during one cycle corresponds to integrating P (t) over time and normalising to the time period.
H(η it
Using the fundamental theorem of calculus, one can obtain h(η it e f i ):
Eq. (7) then follows:
Which can be solved for η i numerically.
On the trade-off between self-learning and collaborative learning
The problem of how to use information from other assets in order to predict the behaviour of a particular asset is not trivial. The fundamentals of this question can be traced back to the basic laws of measurement uncertainty. In effect, multiple assets can be viewed as multiple similar experiments with different degrees of variation. According to these laws, each asset will estimate its triplet of parameters ā 
Each estimation will also carry some Error, given by the difference between the estimated value and the true value of the parameter triplet.
Typically, accumulating equivalent measurements governed by Gaussian uncertainty distributions, reduces the statistical uncertainty by a factor of 1/ √ N S where N S is the number of samples. Therefore, we expect the statistical uncertainty associated to the estimates to reduce by a factor of 1/ √ Fig. 6 where high σ values imply suboptimal choice of the collaborating assets. This drives the optimal number of collaborating assets to be N i = 2, instead of N i = 9 as in the case of σ = 0.
Simulation model
In order to simulate the behaviour of the system, we use the agent simulation software NetLogo [34] . NetLogo is an agent-base programming language used to simulate complex systems and emergent phenomena. In our simulations we connected NetLogo with MATLAB using MatNet, an open source extension [35] . MATLAB is a commercial numerical computation software that we use to perform the non linear fit of the health indicator described in Section 2.2 .
In order to study the system we adopt the following assumptions:
• All assets have a common weight parameter γ i = γ.
• The number of time steps run as step. 1 in Section 2.2 is set at n = 10.
• We simulate only three families of assets chosen represented by the triplets F : (a, b, t f ) → {(0.25, 0.025, 25), (0.5, 0.05, 50), (0.75, 0.075, 75)}.
• Nine assets are simulated for each family, totalling 27 assets. This means that for N i > 9, there will always be an asset forcibly connected to neighbours belonging to a different family.
• The cost of a preventive repair is set at C p = 1 and the cost of corrective repair at C c = 100.
• Due to computational constraints, the maintenance policy of individual assets is not optimised in real time. Instead, all assets share the same η i = η, which is varied in steps.
System convergence is defined by the average difference between the estimated time of failure t e f i and the real time of failure of the family the asset belongs to: |t
Where κ is chosen to be the smallest time step of the system, κ = 1.
The simulation focuses in exploring the dependence of maintenance cost with the number of collaborating assets N i and the noise in the system σ. Additionally, we aim to explore the dynamics of the system coupled with the replacement policy (determined largely by η) and the weighting of the collaboration data (given by γ).
Results
The system parameters η, N i , σ, γ are varied in steps. We examine the cost per unit time K, with respect to the different variables of the system:
Where T is the total time of the simulation (the number of steps since initialisation). We see that the system follows a non-trivial behaviour with respect to all the studied variables, and results in different local minima for K. For a given η, a higher value of K implies a higher prediction error in the assets of the system, as the estimated time to failure t e f i is more likely to be higher than the true time to failure, leading to unwanted corrective repairs. K can then be seen in this paper as a proxy for model accuracy. For example, for the case of σ = 0.01, γ = 0.1 and η = 0.8, increasing the number of collaborating assets results in smaller costs up until N i = 3. For N i = 4, the tendency reverses. In this case, assets that are too different from each other are allowed to exchange information, leading to a sub-optimal solution (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) . Fig. 5 shows the dependence of K on η and N i . The results suggest that N i = 7, η = 0.3 is the best solution, given σ = 0.1. γ = 0.1. The dependence with respect to η follows the expected behaviour, with the solution being suboptimal for too large or too small η. For large η the preventive repairs are done too close to the point of failure, leading to unwanted corrective repairs. For small η, the frequency of preventive repairs is too high and the assets in the system do not accumulate sufficient health indicator data to learn from themselves. Fig. 6 shows the dependence of K on N i and σ for η = 0.5 and γ = 0.1. As expected, higher σ imply higher costs, and the optimal number of collaborating assets N i will depend on the noise present in the system. It is interesting to see that for no noise, the dependency of K with N i is monotonic (higher N i means a better solution). However, when noise is introduced to the system the ideal number of collaborating assets becomes non-trivial and the global minimum shifts to smaller values of N i . In practice, this means that for a noisy or uncertain system collaborative learning has to be constrained in order to avoid an increase in prediction errors (see Section 2.4). Fig. 7 shows the dependence of K on γ and σ for η = 0.5 and N i = 2. As expected, for the case of absence of noise (σ = 0), the weight parameter is better set at 0 as all information coming from the rest of the assets will be relevant. However, as the noise in the system increases, higher values of γ are more optimal as to constrain the information coming from different assets becomes a sensible idea. Step ( T ) Step ( T ) 
System behaviour after convergence
We have shown that collaborative prognostics (N i > 0) reduces the maintenance cost upon convergence (satisfaction of Eq. (15)) for certain levels of system noise σ. However, when the system is run for a long period of time, for small values of γ, collaborative prognostics is costlier than self-learning (N i = 0) (see Fig. 4 ). This is due to the fact that for the proposed model, self-learning able to estimate the real values of (a i , b i , t f i ) with asymptotically small statistical uncertainty, given that the simulation is let run a long enough time. Adversely, collaborative learning always risks weighting information from neighbours from another asset family (see Section 2.4). This caveat is avoided by adding a condition that increases the value of γ upon convergence of the triplet ā is chosen to be small (for example, = κ). In practice this means that once all the information has been extracted from the collaborating assets, the asset is allowed to learn only from itself. Once this condition is incorporated collaborative learning is less costly than self-learning at large values of T, even if very small values of γ are chosen (see Fig. 4 ).
Optimisation upon convergence
In this paper, the system has been simulated at global η = η i values, without real-time optimisation of the maintenance policy. In order to show that the network dynamics do not influence the validity of Eq. (12), we simulate the system for a family of assets and plot its cost per second depending on η and σ. In Fig. 8 we show how the theoretical optimised values of η correspond to simulation. 
Discussion
In this paper, we have introduced the idea of Social Asset Networks. The main difference between the approach we propose and alternative maintenance policies, is that ours does not require to work with a large library of previously recorded Health Indicator trajectories. Other popular multi-unit maintenance treatments rely on extensive datasets of the previous behaviour of the assets, which are then treated in a centralised computer and used in order to predict future behaviour. This implies a long period where sub-optimal maintenance policies are applied, increasing the total cost.
As does any first attempt, our work has several limitations: the Health Indicator and noise distribution functions studied in this paper are not general. For example, Weibull distributions are often found to describe better real time failures. Additionally, dependencies with the expected asset computational limitations are not considered except in the design of the system. Thus, the presented results only apply to a subset of well-understood industrial asset types, and care must be taken when generalising them. However, the concept of Social Asset Networks can be generalised to other diagnostics and prognostics models by adapting the failure and maintenance rules and the definition of the distance metric.
The results shown in Fig. 3 to 8 clearly indicate that Social Asset Networks are multi-variable optimisation problems, with global and local minima following non-trivial dynamics. However, it is still possible to observe some general behaviours:
• On the effect of noise: as expected, an increase of the value of σ causes an increase of the total cost. At low values of σ, the optimal solution belongs to N i > 0. However, at a certain value of σ, the optimal solution corresponds to assets only learning about themselves. This is explained because the number of collaborating assets not actually belonging to the same family induces an error Err i that overcomes the reduction on uncertainty given by sharing the estimates. The system then never fulfils Eq. (15) . By applying the fix proposed in Section 3.2, one can see that collaboration is more resilient to large values of σ as long as the definition of convergence considers the increase in noise.
• On the effect of γ: γ has a crucial effect on the long term values of K for the simulation. For small values of γ (close to 0.1), the collaborative approach is sensitive to higher noise levels due to incorporation of unsuitable data. Increasing the value of γ either globally or in real time upon convergence of each individual asset eliminates this effect.
• On the effect of the number of collaborating assets, N i : in general, increasing the number of collaborating assets helps convergence and reduces cost, as long as σ is kept sufficiently low. When σ reaches a given level, a value of N i which differs from the maximum value of N i can be found to correspond to the minimum in the maintenance cost function K with no additional local minima. If σ is further increased, the configuration of minimum cost corresponds to self-learning (N i = 0). Care must be taken when N i starts being on the order of the number of assets belonging to each asset family. If N i overcomes that value, the cost starts increasing due to the increment of connections with assets belonging to different families. Fleet-wide learning (corresponding to N i = 8), is significantly costlier than collaborative learning. This observation has practical relevance as in many industrial systems data abundance is often prioritised over specificity, leading to prediction errors.
• On the effect of η: η affects the cost as expected in a time based maintenance system: there is a single value of η corresponding to the global minimum in the cost function. In practice, η i can be optimised in real time for each asset in the network. This optimisation will result in a less costly system than choosing an optimal general value of η.
The typical optimisation equations for single asset cases cannot be used to obtain the optimal η for an heterogeneous asset network. Instead, under convergence, each asset maintenance strategy must be optimised separately, obtaining individual values of η i .
Apart from discussing the parametric dependencies, it is important to discuss the choice of the distance metric d ij . Note how in our distance, all parameters receive the same weight when, in fact, the maintenance model is only determined by the time of failuret e f i (see Section 2.3). In principle, one could define the distance differently, weighting solely or mostly the time of failure and not the parametersā e i andb e i . However, defining the metric solely based ont e f i would not work in a system where the whole data series is exchanged between assets (as in most realistic machine learning algorithms). In such a system, if each asset were to perform a weighted fit of the shared data, the differences inā would propagate through the fit creating a big uncertainty in the estimated t f i , resulting in a costlier maintenance system. We choose Eq. (2) because it can be generalised to a system where the assets exchange larger amounts of data with each other, apart from the triplet a Previously published k near neighbour treatments focus on calculating the distance between measured Health Indicator trajectories [16] , some assigning more weight to more recent measurements [36] . Focusing solely in recorded trajectories is reasonable, in the sense that similar failure modes are likely to be shared along the multi-unit system. Thus, the trajectory recorded for a certain asset may serve as a good predictor of the future behaviour of another particular asset. However, this does not always properly account for the differences between assets. Similar to our paper, measuring asset similarity just by the similarity between observations disregards the effect of the operating environment. This is acknowledged by [36] , who define an ideal reference system to be "a system physically identical with the operating system, which worked in the same operating conditions".
The balance between asset similarity and observed trajectory similarity is an important one, that could be compared to the difference between changing the experimental conditions and changing the experiment itself. Controlling for asset similarity will correspond to observing different trajectories of the same process influenced by the individual conditions of each asset. When observing sufficiently similar assets, trajectory differences will correspond to several different processes or failure modes that may be shared between the assets. In practice, failure mode similarities shall be used to classify failure modes and asset similarities to weight different failure data in a predictive trend. This issue has been studied before in the field of cooperative agent information, in which Puuronen and Terziyan proposed similarity evaluation in three layers: problems, agents and solutions [37] . In a typical multi unit maintenance case, the problems would be the failure modes, the agents would correspond to the assets and the solutions would be the prognostic models generated by each asset for each failure mode.
The issue of uncertainty in Social Asset Networks is complex. The approach presented in this paper stands mostly on international standards for measurement uncertainty. Concretely we focus on the Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM) rules of measurement uncertainty and propagation [33] . Other approaches, such as belief functions and empirical Bayes methods can also be used to investigate the effects of data sharing between dissimilar assets. For the intend of our work -to pinpoint the opportunities and problems offered by this approach-the GUM rules suffice.
Conclusion
We present a novel approach to optimise preventive maintenance policies in multi unit systems connected to an IoT platform: Social Asset Networks. The approach consists on weighting the similarities between different assets in order to connect assets to collaborating assets, and consecutively update asset predictions according to the neighbours data. Social Asset Networks are real time, distributed smart maintenance systems that do not depend on large datasets of historic data. Using simulations within NetLogo, a multi-agent software, we prove the validity of such approach in a simple but generalisable case based on known Health Indicator models with a noise term. We conclude:
• Collaborative learning outperforms self-learning, as long as collaborative learning is reduced once assets have reached convergence and as long as σ is kept low. In other words, collaborative learning helps reaching convergence to the real values faster, but once the system has converged selflearning can outperform collaborative learning for arbitrarily large time scales.
• Maintenance cost decreases with increased number of neighbours until a tipping point when it increases again.
• Upon convergence, network dynamics do not greatly influence the optimisation of the maintenance policy. A maintenance policy can be defined for each individual asset in a multi asset system.
Additionally, we show non-trivial dependencies between the cost function and the different variables of the system. Social Asset Networks enable an asset manager to optimise the maintenance of large fleets of assets equipped with sensing, communication and processing technology without the need of centralised servers.
Future Work
We have only simulated an ad hoc case with assets belonging to three different families. However, in reality, depending on the system the asset types may be several and their relative distances may be much closer or further away than the proposed case. Future work should focus on the change of the validity of the approach when the relative distances between families decrease and the system is much more sensitive to measurement noise.
The effect on maintenance cost of the presented approach has been computed assuming negligible communication costs. That is, the results only show the effect of Social Asset Networks in improving prognostics accuracy. In order to completely assess the industrial applicability of the proposed approach, communication costs must be weighted in the calculations too. For this, the connection policy must be rigorously and specifically outlined. This remains as one of the fundamental pieces of future work to be undertaken.
In this paper, we have considered that differences between assets fully determine differences between their Health Indicator models. Future work also should consider differences between failure modes and the different trajectories followed by these modes determined by the environment and the asset state.
In practice, distance metrics are unlikely to stem solely from parametric components. Indicators such as the production model of the asset, customer information, etcetera, are likely to be nominal attributes. In order to take into account such attributes, one could use metrics that combine parametric and nominal components, such as the Heterogeneous Value Difference Metric or the Interpolated Value Difference Metric [31] .
The applicability of the presented approach should be demonstrated in an industrial test case. Ideal cases would be industries where the assets are expected to have a well-defined range of similarity. An example is the car industry, where car models vary across years and across variants of the same model, and where the deterioration of the cars depends greatly of environmental variables such as weather and driving culture. Another example is the gas turbine industry, where subsequent turbine models show very different maintenance histories depending on the workload, history of repairs and placement.
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